
\VITNII:SS SfATEMENT OF MARK ANDERSON 

I. MARK ANDERSON, \VILL SAY AS FOLLOWS:~ 

L I make this statement voluntarily to assist the Grenfell Tower Inquiry, 

2, I understand that I may be catled to give evidence to the Grenfell Tower Public 

Inquiryo T hope to be able to assist the Inquiry temn in its task of understanding 

how, the fire at GrenJe!l Tower on 14 June 2017 began and hovv it spread in the 

manner it did, leading to such devastating loss of life. 

3. The matters in this statement cover the period dur:it1g which I worked. for the 

Kensington and Chelsea Tenant Management Organisation (''TMO''). While some 

of the matters diseu.~"erl are 'hithin my direct recollection, I have been provided 

with documents which 1 have used to prompt my memory in respect of other 

matteniL 

4. I would like to start by giving my most sincere condolences to all those affected 

by the fire .. The foss .nf life and the impact on the area is one of complete 

devastation. 

5. From 2010 tD January 2013 I \vas the Interim Director ofAsset Investment and 

Engineering at the nv10 (the job title was subsequently changed during my time 

at the TMO tn that of Director of Assets & Regeneration), 

6, My background is as follows. 1 studied architecture at university and worked in 

private pmctic,e in London until 1992 ·when 1 accepted a role with Sanctuary 

Housing., I have worked in the social housing sector ever since, in both fixed 

employrnent and consultancy roles. 
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7. In 20 I 0 I accepted a consultancy role at the TMO ha'~Jing been approached by 

Robert Black, the Chief Executive, and Sacha Jevans, the Executive Director of 

Operatiomc l had previously worked with Sacha at the London Borough of 

Havering and at Hyde Southbank Homes. 

8. I worked at the TMO I'or just over tv.ro years, from 2010 to 2013. As the 1nterim 

Director of Asset Investment and Engineering, I was n~sponsihle tor the strategic 

planning and delivery of th(: TM.O's business, capital investment, planned 

rnaintemmce and asset management in respect of the property assets, to meet 

existing and future needs, l reported to Robett Black and Sacha Jevans. 

9. Abont 18 months intc} my time at the TMO I was asked if I ;vouJd be interested in 

a pennanent role however I made the decision not to pursue this opportunity and 

subsequently left. 1 am a\Vare that Peter Maddison was recruited into my role, 

10. Since leaving the TMO 1 have continued to work in the social housing sector and 

currently hold the position of Deputy Chief Executive and Director of Property 

Services at East Kent Housing. 

Grenfell Toyrcr's original design, constmction and composition 

11. I was not employed by the TMO, the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 

Council ("RBKC") or any other organisation ·with an association to Grenfell 

Tower and the Lancaster West Estate in 1974 when the construction of GrenJell 

To\ver and the Lancaster West Estate was completed. It follows that my 

knowledge of the design, constmction and composition of GrenfeU Tower and the 

Lancaster West Estate is limited to \'·<'hat I learnt during my involvement in the 

very early planning stages of the proposed refurbishment p~iect in 2012. 

12. Because 1 was not employed by the TMO, the RBKC or any other organisation 

associated to Grenfell Tmver and the Lancaster West Estate in 1974, I would not 

be able to comment on whether Grenfell Tower and the Lancaster West Estate, as 

originally constructed, complied with all relevant regulations, legislation, British 

Standards, guidance and industry practice. I have no lamwlcdge of what 

assessments and decisions were made about such compliance and by v.-·hom, 
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Subsequentmodifications prior to the 2012-2016 rdurbisiuuent 

13. With the exception of a pn:H::xisting fire door replacement programme that had 

been agreed b~.:~tween the TMO, the RBKC and the London Fire Brigade ('"LFB"), 

for which I had no direct responsibility, I have no detailed knowledge of any 

modifications to Grenfell Tower that took place prior to the 2012-2016 

refurbishment. 

Modifications to the interior of the building ben·veen20l2 and 2016 

14. During the time I was at the TMO, the RBKC undertook the detailed design and 

procurement of a project which resulted in the construction of the Kensington 

Academy and Leisure Centre C'K.l\LC") \vithin the Lancaster West Estate and 

immediately ne"\1: to Grenfell Tower. 

15. The TMO was not a regular provider of regeneration services however during the 

time I worked there r recall that stock condition surveys were carried out by a 

company called SaviHs which were aimed at identify underperl:l.1m1ing a<;sets 

vvithin the RBKC housing stock and their anticipated investment needs. 

16. Among the properties identified by these surveys as having significant investment 

needs was the Lancaster West Estate and in particular, Grenfell Tower, which had 

not been substantively modernised, beyond that of cosmetic improvements, since 

it was originally constructed, In addition to this, the construction of the KALC had 

created tensions in the Lancaster West Estate community and it was ielt that it 

w·ould be fair to those residents to improve their living conditions by regenerating 

the Lancaster \Vest Estate starting with Grenfell Tower, 

17. These factors led to conversations between the RBKC and the TMO as to whether 

the IAmcaster West :Estate and in particular Grenfell Tower could be regenerated 

alongside the KALC pn)jecL Significant benefits of bringing the two projects 

together was that there could be a sharing of consultancy work, minimisation of 

any periods of disruption to residents and the community and the potential for 

greater efficiency through a combination of the project scope and scale. 
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22. I do recall leading several meetings relating to the pn.tject however in the latter 

stages of my engagement by the TMO and once Peter Maddison was appointed, 

my involvement in the consultant team project rneetings, community and resident 

meetings reduced, Paul Dunkerton was employed as a project manager ·within the 

Asset, Investment and Engineering team and he provided support to the consultant 

team and attended some community and resident meetings. His involvement was 

to be reviewed by Peter Maddison in advance of a contractor being appointed to 

carry out the refurbishment vvork. 

The project team and priorities for the refurbishment \Vere presented to the TMO 

Board on 8 January 2012 (MAI2t "08 .January 2012 TMO Boa:rd: Grenfell 

Towe:r Regeneration Project': TMOl0001898), In identifying the priorities for 

Gren:fell Tower, we engaged with cornmunity and resident f,<roups and residents 

generally about what they wanted, The: priorities emerged as including 

improvements to the heating and hot water system. external insulated claddjng, 

new windows, the enclosure of the open lower level corner and the proviskm of 

additional residential units (MA/1: TM010001001). 

:24. In the same meeting on 8 January 2012, 1 presented an outline budget proposal to 

the RBKC which at that time was estimated to be £9. 768m (MA/2: 

TM010001898). 

25. Because the TMO was a housing management organisation, it did not employ the 

expert designers and contractors that would be required to refurbish GrenfeH 

Tower. To achieve this, it needed to procure those experts externally. I have 

endeavoured to set out the extent of my involvement in this proc.urement process 

below. 

26. The Grente-ll 'J'ower refurbishment project \Vas able to piggyback the OJEU notice 

and procurernent process which had been used by the RBKC to procure the 

consultants and contractors fix the K/\LC projecL While this satisfied the RBKC 

and EU legislation in terms of procurement, the TMO standing orders meant that 

we had lo obtain the TMO Board &pprova1 for a waiver tor the consultants as we 

had not been through an open con1,petitive tender process. 
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27. The project team used fi1r the KALC project included Studio E Architects as lead 

consultant with Appleyards CQst Consultants and Employers Agent Max 

Fordham Services Engineers and Leadbitter Group as the principal contractor, all 

of which had been procured using the EO and UX Central Government compliant 

TESE Framework (MA/2: TM01600l898). 

28. I recall attending meetings throughout 2012 at A.ppleyard's offices in Hoibum to 

discuss the OrenfeH Tower refurbishment project. Initially these meetings took 

place on a monthly basis however as the volume of work necr:ssary to progress the 

prc.ject incrE,as<::d and planning submission deadline approached they subsequently 

increased to fortnightly, 

29. On 29 January 2012 f emailed Bruce Sounes of Studio E Architects advising him 

of the RBKC and TMO's intention to enhance Grenfd1 Tower \vhile undertaking 

the KALC pr~]ect and requesting fee proposals for the involvement of Studio E 

and it~ sub-consultants (MA13, 429 .J.am.lary 20l2 EmaU RE: FW GrenfeU 

Tower adjacent to :KALC': ). I advised him of the principal 

objectives of the project and noted that the project was still subject to the TMO 

Board and the RBKC Cabinet approvaL 

30. On 8 March 2012 I attended an Operations Committee meeti11g in which 1 

provided a verbal update 011 the Gren±eiJ Tower pn:~ject, spedficaUy advising them 

that matters were progressing at a slower pace than anticipated and that meetings 

were being held with the RBKC and Studio E to discuss the project and its 

progression (MA/4, '08 March 2f}12 Operations Committee, minutes of 

meeting~: TMOHUJOl245). 

31. On 13 March 2012 I attended a Hidden Homes Meeting in which l advised those 

in attendance that the use of Studio E Architects for the GrenfeU Towei 

regeneration project has been agreed and that I had met them on site to discuss the 

proposals (l\'WS~ •13 March :2012 Hidden Homes meeting minutes': 

TM01000ll:22). I also advised that I had met with the Lancaster West Estate 

Management Board ("EMli'') to explain the proposals and that they \vere 

generally supportive of the project and indit::ated what thelr priorities were. 
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32. On 29 March 2012 I presented a confidential report to the TMO Board on the 

regeneration bid that we wished to submit to the RBKC in respect of the 

refurbishment of Grcniel1 Tower (MA/6, '29 March 2012 'fMO Board: 

Confidential ~ GrenfeU Tower': TM01000l095). In this meeting the Ttv10 

Board tmanlmously agreed to the submission of an HR.<\ Regeneration Bid to the 

RBKC for the external over~cladding, open area enclosure, hidden homes 

provision and communal area rationalisation thr Grenfell Towt;r. This funding was 

to be supplemented by funds from the annual capital investrnent programme as 

managed by the TMO on behalf of the RBKC and would include bathrooms, 

kitchens, electrical installations, heating and hot water, windows and doors. 

33. Then on 18 April 2012 I attended a Joint Management Tearn fvieeting with the 

RBKC in which it was decided that a project manager would be appointed for the 

Grenfell TO\ver project in order to free up some of my time (MA/7, ~18 April 

2012 .Joint fvianagement Team meeting with RBKC minutes': 

TM01 0001160). 

34. In a IMO Board Meeting on IO May 2012 the TMO Board were advised that the 

RBKC Cabinet had agreed to invest £6.2m in Grenfel1 Tower w-ith the TMO 

acting as the developer (M.A/8, '10 May 2012 TMO Board minutes of meeting': 

T:M01 0002720). 

35. I recall that around this time we were discussing the brief and scope of the project 

with the EMB, Lancaster West Estate Residents' Association, Grenfell Action 

Group and the Leasehold forum and that we continued to do so throughout 2012, 

We a!so regularly provided GrenJell Tower Regeneration Project leaflets and 

newsletters v.rhich infixmed the community and residents of the background to the 

project, prqject tearn members, dates of community engagement events, the 

proposals, progress reports, updates, feedback we had received from them, 

responses to these and contact details, 

36. Early on in the project we hosted an open day session with Studio E Architects for 

residents to provide feedback on the outline proposals for the refurbishment of 

Grenfell Tower. This event was \veil attended and the project was received 

favourably by residents. 
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37, I recall attending evening meetings, such a'> the one on 29 rvtay 2012~ in which I 

briefed residents on how the projec.t was to he dcvdoped and funded and 

introduced thern to Bmce Sounes, who gave a presentation on the proposed design 

elements (MAJ9t '29 May 2012 Notes from (;renJeB Tower ev~ning meeting': 

~-~---_,), During these meetings we also answered residents' 

questions, addressed concerns relating to the project, updated them on progress 

and provided them 'Nfth a questionnaire about how they vvanted to be consulted 

moving fonvards. Throughout these I do not recall ever receiving anything other 

than positive feedback on the proposals 'iVe presented. 

38. J have been shown a document which records that I attended an Operations 

Cmnmittee meeting on 10 October 2012 in which I advised the Committee that 

following a six month long communjt)\ resident and s!akeholder consultation 

process the design for Grenfel! Tower had been finalised and a planning 

application had been submitted (MA/10, ~10 October 2012 Operations 

Cmmnitiee: Assets & Regeneration Oepartmcnt Update Report': 

TM:Ol0001698). 

39. I have also been shown a document vlhich records that at a TMO Board meeting 

on 15 November 2012 I presented a paper to the TMO Board on the regeneration 

pr~ject (MAJH~ ~15 No"'cmber 2012 TMO &an:h Confidential ~ GrenfeU 

Tower': TM010001766). This paper noted that the total budget fiJr the 

regeneration project vvas by then £9.4m, exduding consultant fees, statutory fet::s 

and non-standard construction contingencies. During this meeting the T!\40 Board 

agreed that the project should progress to the detailed design and tender package 

phases and that Leadbitter be appointed to undertake the ?re-Construction 

Agreement fhnctions detailed in the IESE Framework Agreement 

4{}. \Vhen I ldl the Tl'v10 in January 2{}13 the project had recr;~ntly progressed to the 

detailed design and post planning application stages, I recall that at the time of my 

departure it had been decided that Leadbitter would not be the principal 

contractor. The primary reason behind this >vas because th.e TMO and Leadbitter 

were not able to agree acceptable ten:ns for the progression of the project. 

However no nev" principal contractor had been appointed bef\.1re I left. 
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4L I do recall that vve were very much looking at a design and buHd arrangement. 

This \Vas the general approach \Nithin the sector at that time and it was also the 

approach upon vihich the IESE framework Agreement was based. At the time I 

left the TMO in January 2013 the fbcus was very much on costings and viabil!ty 

rather than appointing any specialist contractors, 

42, I have been asked to set out my knowledge ofthe modifications made to the inside 

of (:irenfell Tower beuveen 2012 and 2016. However, as stated earlier. I !eft the 

TMO in January 20 13 and my departure was soon after the submission of the first 

ptarmiug application for the refurbishment Detailed design was at a very early 

stage and material specification would form part of a subst--quent phase of the 

project J recall that around the time I left this application had yet to he approved 

as there were several issues that the RBKC's Planning Department required 

clarification on. 1t follows that no final decisions had been made about the design 

or materials used in the refurbishment project. 

43, For this reason I have no knm:vledgc of the modifications made to the inside of 

GrenfeH Tower between 2012 and 2016. r also have no knowledge of whether 

these modifications were compllant \vith such regulations, legislation, British 

Standan:is (including testing requirements), guidance and industry practice, and to 

what extenL Nor do I have any knowledge of the extent to which the design and 

construction of the modiHcations to the interior of Grenfe.ll -rower took into 

account the design and construction of the modifications to the exterior of 

Grenfell Tower. 

44, I have no knowledge of what assessments were made, about the components that 

comprise the interior of Grenfeil To .. ver, its fire safety, fire resistance and 

compliance with safety standards, r also have no knowledge of whether specific 

consideration was given to the combination of the interior components and the t1re 

saiety, fire retardancy and compllance w-Jth safety standards of the same. 

45. I have no knowledge of what final decisions about the interior of Orenfell Tower 

were made, or by whom and when. Other than the matters outlined above 1 have 

no further knowledge of \vhat factors or motives influenced decisions ubnut the 

interior of GrcntcH T owcr. 
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Modifl.cath:ms to the exterior of GrenfeU Tower between 2012 ~md 2016 

{including chulding and insulation) 

46. I have also been asked to set out my knowledge of the decision making regarding 

the cladding/insulation to the exterior of Grentell ToweL 

47. By the time llefi the TMO \Ve had concluded the feasibility study, community and 

resident engagement, developed a design proposal and submitted this as part of the 

planning application in October 2012, the external construction was not designed 

in detail and the planning application only related to the appearance and aesthetic 

of the proposals. The over-cladding of GrenfeU Tower was a priority for the 

project as one of the primary goals was to improve the thermal efficiency of the 

building for the benefit of the residents. 

48. I recall attending a Design Meeting on 22 November 2012 in which the fa9ade 

was discussed (Mj\/12, ~22 November 2612 l}esign Team Meeting no.ll 

minutes': ). There had been preliminary feedback from the 

RBKC Planning Department and I recall questions being raised about the colour 

and finish ofthe zinc specified for the fa9ade. These questions resulted in Studio E 

drafting options tor differing, more prominent, colours for the cladding, 

49. I can recall noting in this meeting that feedback from residents during consultation 

was that there was no appetite for bright colours to be specified. It wa,<; agreed that 

Studio E would explore possibk: comprornises to satisfY both resident and the 

RBKC Planning Department Architectural Review Panel requirernents \Vith a 

replacement rnateriaJ of equivalent standmu in lieu o:f the selHinished zinc rain 

screen cladding. 

50. 1 also recall attending a Planning Application Progress Meeting on 20 November 

20 12 in which the cladding colour and design was discussed (MAJB, ~20 

November 2012 Planning Application progress meeting minutes': 

l'M01000H38), I recall colour options \Vcrc still being explored at that time as 

was increasing the size of the windows. 
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51 , At the time that I left the TMO~ no final decisions had been made about the 

cladding. My recoUection is that at the time the overall concept for the cladding 

construction was an inert insulation material and zinc rainscreen system with a 

self-colouration finish. I have since learned that a different cladding composition 

was used to the one described above. I have no knowledge of why this change was 

made a"> the decision was made after 1 left the TMO, 

52. I do not recall any specific conversations about the compliancy of the cladding 

taking place during any of the design meetings that l attended. However this does 

not surprise me as compliance with planning, building regulations and other legal 

requirernents would have formed part of the work to be carried out under our 

contract with designers and the principal building contractor, the latter of which 

had not yet been appointed at the time 1 left the TMD. 

53. I recall that at the time that the outline design for the regenemtion was ready to be 

submitted, the overall concept for the window construction was aluminh:un framed 

double glazed and possibly triple glazed for those on the KALC face to reduce 

noise ievels. I also recall there was to he a ventilation strip incorporated down one 

side of the \Vindow, 

54. 1 have been shm<v11 an ernail chain dated 25 October 2012 which records that I 

queried with Bruce Sounes of Studio E Architects how an tmautllorised design 

change had been made :from centre pivot windows to tilt and turn windows in the 

initial planning application. (1V.i:AJ14, t25 October .2012 Email chain RE: Design 

Conu:uents for GrcnfeU Tower'~ . I recall asking him how 

he intended to address this design change given that we had advised residents, the 

EMB, the RBKC, the Executive, the Operations Committee and the Board that the 

windows were centre pivot follovving a six month consultation process. My 

recollection is that there were technical constraints that necessitated this change 

which were to be explored further and communicated by him to the design team at 

a future date. 1 do not know how this was finaHy resolved a..;; it had not been 

conduded when I left the TMO. 
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55. ln the Design Meeting referred to above that took place on 22 November 2012, 

questions were raised in resrpect of 1he dirnensiom; of the window proposal 

(MA/12~ . l reca.B Studio E Architects responding that they 

~;vould enlarge the proposed windows by Viay of lateral dimension, with the 

changes to be included in Stage D submissions. 

56, At the time I left the TMO, Max Fordham were having discussions with Vvindow 

manuincturers about tvhether the type of arrangement incorporating the ventilation 

g-rille outlined above could be incorporate.d in GrenfeU Tower. l also recall 

Appleya:rd's questioning if the existing structure of the building would restrict the 

arnoum of ventilation that could he achievecL 1 have since learnt that it was not, 

although 1 did not k.now this at the time as the decision was made after lleft the 

TMO, 

57. Because 1 left the TMO in January 2013 I have no knowledge of the extent that 

the design. and construction of the modifications to the exterior of Grenfell Tower 

took into accmmt the design and construction ofthe interior of the building, 

58. For the same reason l have no kxHY.vledge of whether the exterior of GrenteH 

To\ver \vas compliant with relevant building regulations, fire regulations, other 

legislation, British Standards, guidance and industry practice. r atso have no 

knowledge of W'hat advice or iulbrmation was available, and what assessments 

were made, about the components that comprised the exterior of GrenfeU Tow~r. 

it.~ tire safety, f1re resistance and compliance with safety standards, 

59. I have been a"tked to set out my knowledge ofthe fire safety measures in place at 

Gr.enfell Tower at the time of the ftre< 

6<l I do recall having discussions about fire safety arrangements at Grenfell Tower 

however because the detail of the design had not been finalised when I left the 

TMO in January 2013, I \Vou.ki not know what arrJngements >Vere ultimately put 

in place< 
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6 I , From my knowledge of construction projects and as a matter of common sense I 

vvould imagine that all design and construction details wotdd have had to be 

finalised befure the final fire safety arrangements were put in place, that these 

would have to comply with fire safety legistation and that they would be subject to 

scmtiny by the relevant Building Control body and Fire Authority. 

62, I do recall that one of the proposed changes to GrenfeH Tower was to continue the 

internal staircase to the ground floor_ The original construction of Grenfell Tower 

had both an internal staircase that descended from the top of Orenfell Tower to the 

mezzanine t1oor level and a separate second extemat stairca:.;e which descended 

from the mezzanine floor levd to the ground floor. 

63, Because it was recognised that the proposed changes impacted upon the fire safety 

strategy for the building this wouid need to be revised, to address this we decided 

to employ an external consultant, Exova Warringtonfire ("Extrva''), to review and 

develop the fire safety strategy and approve its implementation. My understanding 

is that Exova were initially paid dlrectfy by the TMO, \Vhich provided the TMO 

with a direct contractual link to them. I believe this direct link was important as 

the fire safety strategy and advice \Vas going to be quite crucial to the success of 

the refurbishm.ent of Grenfdl Tov.oer and the on-going management of GrenfeH 

Tower, 

64. To the best of my knowledge the t1re safety strategy had not been finalised by the 

time J left the TMO, 

65, Because I left the TMO in January 2013 I have no knowledge of whether the fire 

safety measures at GrenleH Tower were compliant with relevant bullding 

regulations, tire regulations, British Standards and other legislation, guidance aml 

industry practice, 

inspections 

66. I have been asked to set out my understanding of fire and other relevant 

inspections (including building control inspections) carried out during the 2012-

2016 renovations. 
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6 7, As Interim Director of Asset Investment and Engineering 1 had a responsibility fi1r 

ensuring that systems were in place to assess TMO propt~rt5es for health and safety 

risks. An exarnple of this is that J '~>VDuld need to be satistled that there \V'<lS a 

systern in place :t'l1r assessing properties for fire risk 

6tt However, it \Vas not my role to undertake those assessments or indeed to manage 

the process for their preparaticm. I vrould need to know that fire risk assessments 

\vc.re being undertaken but it was tor the TMO health and safety team to actually 

procure the fire risk assessments and to ensure that the inspections v.rere carded 

out correctly. 

69. I relied on the n;~ports produced by the TMO health and safety team on the fire risk 

assessment programrne, which also \vent to the Executive Tearn. It was not nry 

mle to re·vie'.v the findings of these fire risk assessments, nor v.ras it my role to 

check that the actions arising h<Jd been undertaken. However ifi had concerns that 

properties '"''ere not being ao;;:sesserl for fire risk or bl;,"Came aw~are of a risk, I would 

have had to take action in relation to this issue< 

70. For these reasons I rurve no knowledge of the relevant conclusions/reports arising 

from those inspections, nor do I have specific knm,/Icdge of the criteria used to 

carry out the inspections, how frequently they were carried out or by wht)nL 

71. I have no kn.O\\iledge of any fires that occurred at Grenfell Tower, L WE or other 

bulldings under the auth()rity ofRBKC in the time that 1 worked Jbr the TMO. 

72. [ have been asked to set out my krlo'~>viedge of what systems there \Vc~re for 

Grenfei! Tmver residents to expregs their concerns and vievvs about fire safety. 

73. The Tb.-10 had a fonna! complaints process \Vhich was handled by the Complaints 

Team ba'>ed at the Network Hub in Kensal Road. I was not involved in the 

complaints process in any way. 
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74. We conducted extensive community and resident engagement during 2012 and 

beyond concerns about the disruption that may be caused by the KALC and 

GrenteU Tower projects the general deslre frorn residents was to understand the 

derai\ of any refurbishment proposals. 1 do not have any knowledge of any 

concerns, warnings or other statements being expressed about the t1re safety of 

Grcnfeli Tmver by its resJdent.r.; or any other person during 2012 when I worked on 

the regenemtion project or before my departure from the TMO. 

Fire advice given to residents between 201:2 and 14 .June 2017 

75. As Interim Director of Asset Investment and Engineering it vvould not have been 

my role nor would I be qualified to provide advice to residents about fire 

precautions. l1 follows that I have no knowledge of what speci11c advice was given 

to residents and by tvhmn. l also have no knowledge of t1n: basis of any advice 

that may have been provided. 

Conclusion 

76, I was the Imerim Director of Asset Investment and Engineering (subsequently 

changed to that of Director of Assets & Regeneration) between 2010 and 2013. I 

was never employed by the TMO on a permanent contract, nor was I a statutory 

Director, Board member or Executive Team member. 

77. \vnile I had a high level of involvement in the Grenfell Tower refilrbishment 

project in its early stages, ! had left the TMO before the first planning application 

for GrenfeH Tower was determined by the RBKC Planning Department 

7~L My most sincere condolences are \Vith ail those that have suffered a loss or been 

affected hy the {i:re, The loss of life, disruption to people's lives and the impact 

upon the community is deeply distressing and is often in my thoughts, 
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--------~~------···························· .. ··----········~-~-- ············································---··········-·~-----

I eon:firm this statement to be true to the best of my knowledge a.nd be lid. 

l confirm that I am wiUing for thi., statement to form part of the evidence before the 

inquiry and to be published on the Inquiry's website. 

Signed: 
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